FALL 2022

Archilectures is a cycle of seminars offered by Visiting Professors of the AUIC School - coming from both the professional environment and from leading academic institutions - and open to all students of all years and programs.

Moreover, on the occasion of the international mobility call, the end of the lectures will be focused on the following Partner Universities: ETSAM, TU BERLIN, CTU PRAGUE. Recommended for students of 2nd and 3rd year of Bachelor programs + 1st year of Master programs.

Prof. Jesús Donaire

ETSAM MADRID • VISITING PROFESSOR

Built and Future. Recent Projects from the Spanish Approach on Architecture

DISCUSSANT • Prof. Maria Pilar Vettori (dABC)

09 Nov 2022
11 h. 18.15
22 Building Trifoglio - Room T.1.1

Prof. Valentina Sumini

MIT • VISITING PROFESSOR

AI and Computational Design for Space Architecture

DISCUSSANT • Prof. Claudio Chesi (dABC)

30 Nov 2022
11 To be confirmed
22 To be confirmed

Prof. Jörg H. Gleiter

TU BERLIN • VISITING PROFESSOR

“Totally Modern”. Architecture and the Changing Concept of Time

DISCUSSANT • Prof. Alessandro Rocca (DAStU)

01 Dec 2022
12 h. 18.15
22 Building Trifoglio - Room T.1.2

Prof. Franz Jakob

HEPIA GENEVA • VISITING PROFESSOR

The Technological Origins of Landscape

DISCUSSANT • Prof. Antonio Longo (DAStU)

13 Dec 2022
12 h. 17.15
22 Building 16B- Room 16B.1.1

Prof. Ondřej Císler

ČTU PRAGUE • VISITING PROFESSOR

Baroque Minimalism. Toward a Vision of Contemporary Czech Architecture

DISCUSSANT • Prof. Domenico Chizzoniti (dABC)

15 Dec 2022
12 h. 18.15
22 Building Trifoglio - Room T.1.2

INTRODUCTION AND MODERATION • Nicolò Chierichetti (DAStU) - nicolo.chierichetti@polimi.it

No reservation is required.
Archilectures will also be available on streaming @ Webex Virtual Classroom nicolo.chierichetti